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Q:

Is
s this proce
ess meant to
o remove MNO
M
citizen
nship from individuals?
?

A:

No.
N This is about preparing the MNO
M
for selff-governme
ent negotiattions,
solidifying th
he integrity of the MNO
O Registry a
and demon
nstrating wh
hat MNO ha
as
always belie
eved—that all
a of our citizens are M
Métis rightss holders.

Q:

Why
W is the MNO
M
doing this?

A:

The
T credibiliity of the MNO in futurre self-gove
ernment and
d Métis righ
hts negotiattions
is
s tied to its ability to sa
ay that it rep
presents Métis rights-h
holders. Th
his process will
validate wha
at the MNO
O has always believed—
—that all off our citizen
ns are Métiss
rights holderrs.

Q:

I thought all MNO citize
ens were “g
grandfathere
red”. Why is MNO doing this?

A:

While
W
it was previously
y decided to
o “grandfath
her” all MNO
O citizens w
who may ha
ave
in
ncomplete files
f
(i.e. to not require
e them at th
hat time to ccomplete th
heir files), th
his
did not make
e these individual Métis rights-ho
olders. In Po
owley, the S
Supreme C
Court
of Canada made
m
it very
y clear that “no matter how a con
ntemporary communityy
mbership, only
o
those members
m
with a demon
nstrable an
ncestral
defines mem
connection to
t the historric commun
nity can claim a s. 35 rright.” This process wiill
ndividuals who
w receive
e new MNO Citizenship
p Cards are
e Métis righ
htsverify that in
holders.

Q:

Will
W this proc
cess remov
ve MNO citiizens who d
do not ance
estrally con
nnect to the Red
River
R
Settlem
ment or Mé
étis communities in we
estern Cana
ada?

A:

No.
N In orderr to be a MNO citizen, you can an
ncestrally cconnect to a historic M
Métis
community in Ontario or
o to a histo
oric Métis co
ommunity in western C
Canada. In
August
A
2017
7, the Ontario Governm
ment recog
gnized with the MNO th
hat there arre,
at a minimum
m, seven historic rightts-bearing M
Métis comm
munities throughout
Ontario
O
that meet the re
equirementts of the Po
owley test. MNO citize
ens—who w
will
be identified
d as Métis rights-holde
ers—can an
ncestrally co
onnect to o
one of those
e
seven historric Métis co
ommunities in Ontario o
or to the Métis Nation in western
Canada.
C
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Q:

Can I still make an application to the MNO Registry for Citizenship or a Harvester
Card while this process is ongoing?

A:

Yes, the MNO Registry continues to process cards in accordance with the MNO
Registry Policy as well as the MNO Harvesters Card Policy. The processing of
pending applications remains the utmost priority.

Q:

Am I still able to access MNO programs and services during this process?

A:

Yes, there will be no impact on your ability to access MNO programs and
services that are available to all MNO citizens and/or self-identifying Métis (who
do not have a MNO Citizenship Card) during the review process.

Q:

Is there a cost to me to moving forward with getting the new MNO Citizenship
Card?

A:

No, there will no charge for this process. If your citizenship file is complete, you
will automatically receive a new MNO Citizenship Card in the mail—at no cost to
you. If you file is incomplete in some way, you will receive a letter identifying what
is needed. The MNO will provide as much assistance as possible to assist you in
completing your citizenship file in order to issue a new MNO Citizenship Card.

Q:

If I currently have a valid MNO Harvesters Card, will I automatically get a new
MNO Citizenship Card.

A:

Yes. All of the existing 1,450 MNO Harvester Card holders have already been
validated as being Métis rights-holders. As soon as the new MNO Citizenship
Cards are designed, these will be issued to the 1,450 valid MNO Harvesters
Card holders as well as other MNO citizens who have completed files.

Q:

Are there other benefits to issuing new MNO Citizenship Cards?

A:

Yes, the new card is expected to include added security features to ensure it
remains current, confidential and can be utilized as recognized government
photo identification. Further, the card will provide a MNO citizen with the
confidence that they have been verified as a Métis rights-holder. The new cards
can also be produced in a manner to specify the MNO citizen’s historic rights
bearing Metis community, which will provide greater certainty in ongoing Crown
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consultation and accommodation negotiations. And, it is anticipated that through
self-government negotiations new programs and services will be made available.
Q:

Are other Métis governments doing this?

A:

Yes. Following Powley, the Métis Nation of Alberta undertook a process where
all of its existing members needed to re-register to obtain new cards. In 2013, it
cancelled its old cards and only now recognizes the new cards that identify Métis
rights-holders. The Manitoba Metis Federation has a membership list that
includes 50,000+ individuals, but has now re-registered 22,000 individuals with
new cards that identify these individuals as Métis rights-holders.
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